Parliamentary session.
The hard-working band of M.P.s who watch over mental welfare? not merely when it makes banner headline news?are determined to ensure that more than just tightened fire precautions come out of the Shelton aftermath. As politicians, they recognise the unhappy truth that all too often disaster provides the only way of forcing a remedy. They may have a chance of persuading the Government to take a long new look at mental treatment methods, facilities and law as a whole.
In this they won timely aid from three inquiries of the type that Governments like to commission to give a pleasant breathing space but which finally appear like Nemesis to stir them into action. Security itself has been welcomed by influential mental health watchdog backbenchers)?revealed that people needing frequent medication, but outside the precariously narrow band of exempt chronic sick, will have to pay for their first two or three prescriptions each month before qualifying for refunds for later doses. 
